Circle the word that describes the word in bold in each sentence.

1. The total is one hundred.

   add   single   subtract   amount

2. I'll have to think about it.

   consider   ignore   forget   dismiss

3. The catalog of items for auction is over 50 paintings.

   chaos   list   clutter   panel

4. Draw a four-sided shape.

   square   triangle   circle   diamond

5. Fresh edible plants are good for us.

   trucks   greens   vegetables   meats

6. I am an expert at computers.

   amateur   unskilled   average   ace
Circle the word that describes the word in bold in each sentence.

1. The **total** is one hundred.
   - add
   - single
   - subtract
   - **amount**

2. I'll have to **think** about it.
   - consider
   - ignore
   - forget
   - dismiss

3. The **catalog** of items for auction is over 50 paintings.
   - chaos
   - **list**
   - clutter
   - panel

4. Draw a **four-sided** shape.
   - **square**
   - triangle
   - circle
   - diamond

5. Fresh **edible plants** are good for us.
   - Trucks
   - Greens
   - **Vegetables**
   - Meats

6. I am an **expert** at computers.
   - amateur
   - unskilled
   - average
   - **ace**